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Victoria Mansion
MANTEL COLLECTION

Fireplace Mantels Inspired by the Morse-Libby Mansion,
A National Historic Landmark in Portland, Maine

The Victoria Mansion is a treasured

Among the many glories of the house are six hand-

beyond Maine. Distinguished for its architecture

Products’ Victoria Mansion Collection is inspired by

Portland landmark, but its significance extends far
and its extraordinary original interiors, it is among
the most important historic homes of the nineteenth
century anywhere in the nation.

carved marble fireplaces. Cornerstone Architectural
these beautiful ornate mantels. We feel privileged to
bring them to you to enjoy in your own home. And a
portion of every sale goes to support the continuing
care and restoration of the Victoria Mansion.

To decorate his summer retreat, New Orleans
Hotelier, Ruggles Morse contracted with Gustave
Herter, a German-trained cabinetmaker and interior
designer who immigrated to New York City in 1848.
Herter Brothers, which he founded, was to become
the most influential design firm in the United States
during the second half of the nineteenth century.

Schedule a tour of the Victoria Mansion to see these
works of art for your self - visit: victoriamansion.org
Reserve your Victoria Mansion inspired Fireplace
Mantel by contacting us or visiting an Authorized
Cornerstone Products Dealer.

Victoria Mansion is the only Herter commission that
survives intact.

www.cornerstoneproductsllc.com

the Parlor

Photo by J. David Bohl

Cherubs point to the globe on the center cartouche of this
primarily botanical themed fireplace.
approx.

75"

w x

53"

h

the Reception Room

Dancers grace the columns; floral elements, beautiful trim
and a center cherub complete the fireplace.
approx.

75”

w x

53”

h

< Christmas at the Victoria Mansion is a long-standing tradition.
Thousands visit each year to see this beloved landmark
resplendent in decorations of the season.

Photo above by: Gina Platt; Photo at left by: Geoffrey Gross

Cornerstone Architectural Products has been creating original cast stone works of art and historical
reproductions for over 25 years. Our mantels are unmatched in the marketplace and are renowned for their
authenticity, exquisite details and creativity.
Our process is beautifully simple. Cornerstone Architectural Products manufactures its products using natural crushed
marble and granite aggregates to create a superior product that is unrivaled in its consistent quality and ease of
installation.
Our Victoria Mansion Inspired Fireplaces will be available with either the historic half-round firebox opening or
a rectangular-opening to accommodate modern inserts. They will be available in multiple colors and finishes to
complement your interior. See cornerstoneproductsllc.com for more details.

the Dining Room

This fireplace sets itself apart from the others with its elegant clean lines
and subtle leaf ornamentation.
approx.

78”

w x

50”

h

the Sitting

An ornate botanical design with
beautiful trailing roses and leaves;
the center cartouche features an
avian design.

the Green

The figures on the columns represent night
and day, while a single cherub adorns the
center cartouche.

Room

Bedroom

approx.

approx.

72”

72”

w x

w x

47”

49”

h

h

the Red

Bedroom

Carved roses, grape clusters
and flourishes adorn this second
botanical-themed fireplace mantel.
approx.

72”

w x

50”

h

234 Northeast Road, Unit 5
Standish, ME 04084
800-440-4119
www.cornerstoneproductsllc.com
www.neveneerstone.com

